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men had marched magnis itimribus (B.C. i.
15. 6) 110 miles through the mountains,
they must have begun their retreat Feb. 3.
Consequently, Caesar's capture of Firmum
(25 miles from Asculum by the most direct
road) was probably not later than Feb. 2.
This date is also suggested by the following
facts: Feb. 3, probably (B.C. i. 15. 5),
Lentulus met troops who had fled Feb. 1
from Camerinum (30 miles to the north; no
road). By the dates here assigned for
Caesar's occupation of Firmum, on Jan. 29
he would have been near Cingulum, only
about a dozen miles from Camerinum, and so
may have caused the flight of the garrison at
that place. The usual chronology, in
accordance with which it is assumed that
those soldiers left simultaneously with
Caesar's capture of Auximum, does not give
so strong a motive for their departure.

The following table summarizes the chief
events of the period under discussion.

Jan. 21-22 Caesar heard of the evacuation of Borne
and the capture of Iguvium, sent
Antony and Curio orders to rejoin
him, and marched from Ariminum
to

Jan. 23 Pisaurum,
,, 24 Fanutn,
,, 26 P.M. Ancona.
,, 27 or 28 Caesar left Ancona and went to

Auximum. Jan. 27 P.M. or Jan.
28 A.M., Curio joined him, and
L. Caesar arrived with t&rms of
peace.

„ 28 or 29 Caesar left Auximum, and marched
through Picenum, intending to go
to Asculum. The 12th legion
came from Gaul.

Feb. 2 Caesar occupied Firmum.
,, 3 Antony overtook Caesar.
,, 2-3 Lentulus, when he heard of Caesar's

advance, abandoned Asculum.
,, 4 On learning of Lentulu3's flight, Caesar

continued down the coast from
Firmum,

,, 5 reached Truentum, and
„ 6-12 spent a week at Truentum, on the

march south, and at Aternum.
,, 8 Vibullius, with fugitives from Asculum

and Camerinum, arrived at
Corfinium.

,, 1 3 A.M. Caesar started inland from Aternum,
and

,, 14 arrived before Corfinium.

MARY BRADFORD PEAKS.
Graduate School,

The University of Chicago.

STUDIES OF LATIN WORDS IN -cinio-, -cinia-.

II. -cinivm, 'CALLING,' A PARTIALLY DEVELOPED LATIN SUFFIX.

A RECENT study by Mr. G. D, Chase
(Proceedings of the American Philological
Association, vol. 32, p. lxiii) derives latro-
cinari, lenocinari, patrocinari, ratiocinari,
sermocinari, from *latronicari, *lenonicari,
etc., which he thinks to have yielded to the
analogy of the ' many verbs in -cinari,' to wit
halucinari, vaticinari, etc. But the only thing
like evidence for the type *lenonicari is fur-
nished by the occurrence in a historian of
300 A.D. of the adverb lenonice, with a
variant reading lenonie.

In the study of the development of a
suffix the only safe course is along historical
lines, but historical lines are not always
lines of chronological sequence in the avail-
ability of the material. For instance, the
adjective vaticinus emerges two centuries
after the denominative verb vaticinari. It
is no violation of historical method to derive
vaticinari from vaticinus, mentally substrate,
at least. In the realm of semantics, too,
historical method does not involve the pur-
suit of chronological lines: thus vaticinari
does not show until Cicero the sense of' rave,'
but that doeg not warrant us in believing

that the Roman of Flautus's day had not the
wit so to point the meaning of—his neigh-
bour's—prophesying. In syntax also we
may yield too much deference to chronology.
It may well be, for example, that quo (ne)
does not establish itself beside ut (ne) in
final sentences lacking a comparative till a
late post-classical period, but the sporadic
psychological levelling of quo and ut cannot
be rejected for a place like Horace, Serm.
2. 1. 37. Even in history the evidence for
events is often chronologically long subse-
quent to the date of the events, while in
language the phenomena are rarely, if ever,
susceptible to dating prior to the evidence
that records them. -Philological and his-
torical method alike require due caution
in the value put upon evidence, and
a chastened imagination in the inferences
drawn from it.

But it had been long before advanced (cf.
Breal, in his Dictionnaire Etymologique) that
latrocinium, tirocinium and patrocinium were
of different morphological constitution from
vaticinium, tibicinium, etc.

Semantic reasons, however, do not require
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the separation of the groups as recommended
by Br6al. To be sure, if we contrast
extremes like vaticinari ' to sing prophesies'
with latrocinari ' to go soldiering,' we shall
have to recognize very different potencies in
-cinari, if we would claim for it value as a
member of a compound. By properly
arranging the material, however, we may
show, I believe, that -dniutn (-cinari) began
as a compounding member and was ending
as nearly a suffix.

In the history of the development of
-cinari we shall have nothing to do with
forms like Jascinare (:fascinum) and sarcinare
—inferred from sarcinatus—(: sarcina), and
the like; but fidicina ' harp-player,' tibicina
' fife-player' may be safely taken as among
the earliest formations containing a deriva-
tive of canere. Obvious compounds still
are vaticinari ' to sing as a prophet' (cf.
Nepos Att. 16, 4, cited by Stowasser in his
Woerterbuch, s.v. vaticinus : cecinit ut vates)
and the hybrid fjuxvricr- cinatus (Plautus,
Capt. 896), of the same meaning; and if
' to prophet-sing' appear not an easy type
of compound, we might fall back on vatici-
nium 'the song of the prophet,' a very
simple type of compound, as a prior forma-
tion to vaticinari, even though vaticinium
does not emerge in literature until after
Augustus. Or we might start from the
form vati-cinus, treated as prp-poKTovos
' slain by a mother' (the so-called bdhu-
vrihi type, not /Â TPOKTOVOS 'mother-slaying'),
and cite vaticini furores ' inspired utterances
sung by a seer (Ovid), and vaticini libri
•books sung by seer? ' '(Livy), whence a
general sense of ' prophetic' for vaticinus,
and of ' to prophesy' for vaticinari.

Nor, to hold by the convenient pair, firyrpo-
KTOVOS ' slain by a mother ' and /arrpoierdvos
' slaying a mother,' need we engage in any
metaphysical subtleties specially attributable
to types of compounds. The genetival first
member of the compound merely submits to
the usual shift as between subjective and
objective, active and passive.

Ultimately we might fall back on a sort
of appositional compound (vaticinus quasi
vates * canus, like ventus turbo, nemo homo),
cf. Nepos, as just cited.

But it may not be worth while to go into
any special analysis of vaticinus. The
Ovidian experiments,faticanus und/aticinus,
suggest that perhaps vaticinus is but a sub-
stitute for faticanus, attracted early into the
orbit of vatis.

In dealing with compounds one needs to
be particularly on one's guard against sup-
posing literary language always to be the

spontaneous product of subconscious mental
action. The sorted, corrected language
transmitted by literature is doubtless in all
respects as little primitive as the Homeric
man is primitive, and compounding words
is largely a literary process of word-joining,
word-welding, ' homerizing,' in short, from
which we can hardly exclude conscious pro-
cesses of ratiocination.

As next in point of development to
vaticinatur (Plautus), particularly in view
of its Ciceronian sense, of' raves,' we may set
down ratiocinari ' to reason,' along with its
pendant, sermocinari ' to discourse, con-
verse,' of somewhat subsequent emergence.

As for halucinatur ' raves,' its correspond-
ence with vaticinatur favours a correspond-
ing division, halu-cinatur, however perplex-
ing halu- may be. I suspect an ultimate
onomatopoetic origin, cf. hullabaloo. Plau-
tus does not use lenocinatur 'wheedles,
flatters,' but only lenocinium ' the business
of a leno.' The off-hand intuition that
lenocinium originally meant' the singsong of
the leno' is not only specifically supported
by the signification of lenocinatur,—to which
we may add the gloss lenociniis Donatus:
pronuntiabat autem cum suavitate cum
lenociniis miris—but we have the general
evidence of words like English cant ' the
singsong of a Gypsy mendicant,' solicit, now
used specifically of the professional activity
of the modern leno-kind; and words like
hawk, puff, cry (wares) bear further testi-
mony to the vocal methods of certain types
of vendor. Curiously parallel with -cinium,
thus explained, is the English ' suffix'
•monger, properly used in ironmonger, but
reminding us in scandalmonger of sermoci-
natur, and in whoremonger of lenocinium;
and English calling ' trade, profession ' is an
apt equivalent of -cinium in leno-cinium,
tiro-cinium. Nor is it impossible that be-
hind lenocinium sermocinium lies the legend
of the singing sirens, who as early as
Euripides (Andr. 936) were proverbial also
for scandalmongering. A very special weight
might also be given to the gloss canierJ

' leno, seductor, suasor,' which occurs in at
least ten glossaries. Its apparent agree-
ment in form with mulier (cf. lena) adds to
its evidential value.

To the foregoing list Terence adds patro-
cinatur 'pleads for,' and Cicero employs
patrocinium ' a pleading in court.' We are
certainly not passing the bounds of simple
probability if in these words also we

1 Prof. M. Warren suspects canier of not being a
real word; cf. his St. Gall. Gloss, c. 115.
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recognize compounds, the final member of
which derives from canit ' sings.'

There remain lalrocinatur ' militat,' latro-
cinium ' soldiering,' and tirocinium ' the
first essay in soldiering or oratory.' In the
signification of these words—and we may
dismiss tirocinium from consideration as a
mere pendant to latrocinium—I can feel no
lingering trace of canere, but -cinium and
-cinari seem to me to have sunk to the rank
of mere suffixes. But, inasmuch as no wider
development of -cinium (-cinari) as a quasi
suffix seems to have taken place, we may ask
ourselves whether there was any special
reason why latrocinium should have de-
veloped. A clue is perhaps offered by
Cicero, who says of Antony (Phil. vi. 4),
'semper eum duo dissimilia genera tenuerunt,
lenonum et latronum : ita domesticis stupris,
forensibus parricidiis delectatur.' On the
comic stage the traffic, amicable and hostile,
mercantile, between the lenones and the
boasting soldiers was great enough in fact
to have suggested the groups leno, leno-
cinium)(latro, latrocinium. I t is simpler to
suppose, however, that in lenocinium the
specific force of -cinium had become latent
as the word had extended its range beyond
the leno's singsong to the leno's calling.

The extension of the force of -cinium may,
however, have proceeded on more general
lines. A large part of every Roman comedy
was canlicum, song proper and recitative,
and the speaker of the concluding lines was
called cantor (see the notes of Brix on the
close of the Trinummus, and of Wagner on
Andria, 980). That the original actor sang
his own cantica is hardly to be called in
question, as Livy expressly records that the
actor and dramatist, Livius Andronicus,
cracked his voice by singing, and afterwards
merely gesticulated his parts, while a lad
sang thorn behind the scenes: and even
prior to Andronicus, according to the same
authority, the musical saturae1 were sung
and acted by the histriones (ludiones).
We might reasonably conclude, in accord-
ance with these statements, that at this
early period canere (cantare), sc. paries,
threatened to be delivered as, in fact, at a

1 See Schanz, Horn. Litterahirgeschichte, § 9, who,
after a synoptic debate whether such dramatic saturae
existed or not, reaches an affirmative conclusion.

later period, it actually was delivered, as a
quasi twin to agere, sc. partes ; accordingly,
we might define "latrocinium as ' the role
(trade) of a mercenary.' For the meaning
assigned to canere, we may cite the parallel
idiom of Cyclopa saltare ' to dance the r61e
of Cyclops.'

Again, if the Greek game of JTOAXS be
identical with, or similar to, the Roman
ludus latrunculorum (cf. Groos, The Play of
Man, p. 191), thus permitting us to assign
the Roman game an earlier date than the
lexical citations attest, then latrocinatur
' plays soldier' might have been a term
developed in play, perhaps even by the
child 'playing soldiers.' The semantic
developments involved are all corroborated
not only by the English verb play (1) a
game, (2) an instrument, (3) a r61e, but
also, though with less completeness, by
Latin ludere ; while Grk. ira[i,uv lacks the
third usage only.

Breal's separation of lenocinium and its
kind from vatirinium and its kind would
doubtless never have been made, save for
the morphological difficulty of lenocinium in-
stead of the more normal *lenonicinium or
*lenicinium (: lena ' she-Ieno,' cf. homi-
cida). One can hardly write *lenonicinium
without thinking of the haplological forms
vene\ni\-ficium? se\mi\-modius, gra\ti\-tulatur
(like opi-tulatur);. cf. Brugmann, Griech.
Gram3., p. 167, footnote :

' [Denn] die den Bildungen latrocinium
latrocinor, lenocinium, tirocinium, u. dgl. zu
Grunde liegenden latrocinus usw. (vgl.
vaticinium vaticinor von vatidnus) sind aus
*latroni-cinus usw. hervorgegangen. Vgl,
histrionicus, patricus, cinericus und latrun-
culus aus *latroni-culus.'

Briefly to sum up, I suppose lenocinium
to have come from leno\n{\-cinium ' leno-
singsong, leno-calling,'—a formative type
like vati-cinium 'prophet-singsong,'—and to
have furnished the model for latrocinium,
etc.

EDWIN W. FAT.

2 The derivation of ueneficus from *ucnesfic%ts has
difficulties to meet iuopi/ex munificus. On the other
hand, we may account for *uene[ni\-ficus from either
*u4nenificu8 or *uew!onificus (cf. Lindsay's Captivi,
Appendix, § 1, and especially dimidius), but hardly
from *uenenificus.
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